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DIFFERENTIALAND INTEGRALCOMPARISONSOF THREEREPRESENTATIONSOF

‘HE PROHPTNEUTRONSPECTFW FOR TNE SPONTANEOUSFISSION OF 252cf

David G. tiadland, Raphael J. LaBauve, ●nd J. Rayford Nix

Theoretical Divimion
Los Alamon National Laboratory

ho AIMoa, New Mexico 87545

November 1, 1984

ABSTRACT

Becauae oi their importance aa neutron standards, we present compariaone

of ●easured and calculated prompt fission neutron mpectra N(E) ●nd ●verage

prompt neutron multiplicities G for the spontaneous fission of 252cf .
P

In par-

ticular, we test three representations of N(E) ●gainst recent experimental

❑easurements of the differential spectrum and threohold integral croaa ●ec-

tiona. These representations ●re the tlaxwellian spectrum, the NBS spectrum,

and the Los Alamos spectrum of Madland ●nd Nix. For the Maxwellian spectrum,

we obtain the value of the !iaxwellian temperature T~bY ● leaat-Wuares ●ust-

ment to the ●xperimental differential spectrum of Poenitz ●nd Tamurs. For the

Los Alamoa spectrum, a similar least-squares ●djustment determines the nuclear

level-density parameter ●, which is the single unknown parameter that ●ppear-.

The NBS spectrum haa been previously constructed by adjust.ment~ to ●i8ht dif-

ferential. spectra ❑ea-ured during the period 1965 to 1974. Among these three

representations, we find that the Lo- Alamo- spectrum beat reproduces both the

differential ●nd integral meiuurementm, ●amuming MD1’/B-V croso aectiona in the

calculation of the latter. Although the NBS spectrum reproduces the integral

meatiurementa fairly well, it fails to ●atisfactorily reproduce the new differ-

ential measurement, ●nd the Maxwellian spectrum fails to aatiofactorily re-

produce the integral measu”-ments. Additionally, we calculate ● value of ~
P

from the LOB Alamoo theory thht ia within ●pproximately 1% of ●xperiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prompt fionion neutron -pectrum N(E) and ●veraae prompt neutron Multi-

plicity ~p from the spontaneou~ fisalon of 252 Cf ● re uted ● a reference stan-

darda in the ●xperimental and rnpplied neutron physics fields. Accordingly,

demand for improvement in Lhe ●ccuracy of these standards is constantly driven
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by technical innovation and iqrovements that ●re accurring in these fields.

For this reason we present detailed comparisons of recent measured ●nd calcu-

lated prompt fission neutron spectra ●nd ●verage prompt neutron ❑ultiplicitie:i

for thim ●tandard reaction. In particular, we test three representations of

N(E) ●gainst recent high-quality experimental ■ esburements of th~ differential

spectrum ●nd threshold integral cross ●ectiona. These representations are the

widely uted llaxwellian spectrw, the National Bureau of Standarda (NBS) spec-

trumy ●nd the Los Alamon spectrum based on the recent theory of Hadland and

Nix3”5

For the tlaxwellian spectrum, we obtain the value of the Maxwellian tem-

perature TM by ● leaot-squares ●djustment to the ●xperimental differential
6,7spectrum of Poenitz ●nd Tamura. For the Los Alamos spectrum, ● similar

least-squares ●djustment with respect to the same experimental spectrum deter-

mines the nuclear level-dennity parameter ●, which is the mingle unknown par-

ameter that appears. The NBS spectrum has been previously determined by ●m-

pirical construction of line-segment corrections to a least-squareo adjuated

Maxwellian spectrum. Eight differential spectrum mea~urements from the period

1965 to 1974 were used in this determination.

Proceeding in thrte ttepo, we first present in Sec. 11 detailed descrip-

tion of the phy-ical content of the three spectrum :epreaentations to be

temted. Second, in Sec. 111 we perfom the lea~t-sqcares ●djustments of the

?laxwellian ●nd Los Alsmos representation- to the ●xperimental differential

spectrum of Poanitz ●nd Tamura, We do not ●djust the NBS representation since

it ha- been previously determined. This im followed by ● detailed comparison

of the three spectra to the Poenitz ●nd Tamura ●pectrum. We ●lso compare in

this section the value of ;P calculated with the Loo Alamoo theory to recent

experimental values. Third, in Sec. Iw we present fifteen inte8ral crooe-mtc-

tion calculation- for each of the three spectrum representation- ●nd compare

them with each other ●nd with recent experimental integr~l cro-s ~ections ●n

meanured by Grundl et ●l. 8 9,10
●nd Kobayashi et ●l. We present our conclu-

sionfi from ●ll comparisons in Sec. V,

11. TNREEREPRESENTATIONSOF TNE PROMPTFISSION NEUTRONSPECTRUM

In this ●ection we de-tribe the ori~in ●nd phynical content of the three

representations of the prompt neutron spectrum for the spontaneous fioaion of
252 Ci that we ●re comparing in this work.
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A. Elaxwellian Spectrum.

The Haxwellian spectrum is &iven by

2@ exp(-E/TM)
N(E) = —–—

~TM3/2 ‘

where E is the energy of the emitted

the spectrum,

mbaorption of

this opectrum

tegrated from

spectively, by

(1)

neutroa and TM, the single parameter of

is the Hwwellian temperature expressed in units of ●nergy by

the Boltzmann constant. Like all spectra considered in this work,

has units of inverse ●nergy and iu normalized to unity when in-

zero ta infinity. The mean ●nd mean-square ●nergy are given, re-

<E>=~T
2 H o ●nd (2)

(3)

The Maxwellian spectrum neglects the center-of-maos motion of the fiaaion

fragmenta from which the ceutrons nre ●mitted, the di~,tribution of fission-

fragment excitation:, energy, mnd the ●nergy dependence of the inverse process to

neutron ●mission, namely, compound nucleus formation. Accordingly, it has

little physical basis for describing fiaaion neutron spectra other than the

correct ener3y dependence ●t both low and high ●ner~ies.

Neverthelraa, it has been widely ua~d for this purpose, partly because of

the convenience of ● single parameter representation ●ud par+ly for the follow.’

ing reaaon: In principle, the value of TH mat be rather large be~autie TH has

to ●ccount not only for the ●verage center-of-masa motio~ of the emitted ❑eu-

trona, but ●lso for the ●verage center-ef-maua motion of the fiaaion fragmenta.

Iu practice, however, the value of TM in usually reduced in order that the

spectrum reproduce the high-energy portion of the ●xperimental spectrum. To

preserve the nomslization, this simultaneously increaaes the spectrum ●t lower

eneraiea, which then usually reproduces better the low-energy portion of the

experimental spectrum. This ●purioua ●nhancement of ●nergies below *1 tleV

●imulate~ to some ●xtent ●n ●ffect that iu due to the e~ergy dependence of the

croa~ nection for the inverse proceaa of compound nucleus fomation, to be

discussed later in this sectian. Thus, for the wrong physical reaaon, the

tlaxwellian spectrum ruproducea a biven ●xperimental spectrum reasonably well,

provided that the ?laxwnllian temperature TH is suitably ●djuatedl

-3-
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B. NBS Spectrum.

The NBS spectrum 1,2 im an ●mpirically constructed spectrum that is based

upon eight differential spectrum measurements performed during the period 1965

to 1974. The spectrum consists of ● five-segment piecewise continuous repre-

sentation containing twelve parameters and is given by

where H(E) is

●nd pi(E) ●re

N(E) = ; pi(E) II(E) ,
i=]

the .eference Haxwellian spectrum

H(E) = 0.6672@exp(-E/l.42)

five line-segment corrections given by

i4)

(5)

I@ = 1 + 1.20E - 0.237,

P2(E) = 1 - 0.14E + 0.098,

P3(E) = 1 + 0.024E - 0.0332,

P4(E) = 1 - 0JO006E + 0.0037,

P5(E) = exp[-O.03(E - 6.0)],

In these ●quations, E is in units

(6)

O S E S 0.25 HeV,

0.25 S E S 0.8 lleV,

0.8 SE S 1,5 l’leV,

1.5 SE S 6.0 MeV, and

6.OSE<=+.

-1of l’leV ●nd N(E) is in units of tleV . The

mean ●nd mean-square ●nergy of the NBS spectrum, obtained by numerical inte-

gration, are given, respectively, by

<E> = 2.120 tleV, ●nd (7)

<E2> = 7.433 ~eV2 . (8)

The NBS spectrum was constructed by first obtaining a referen?e tlaxwelliau

spectrum H(E) from a weighted least-squares adjustment to ●ight measured dif-

ferential spectra, ●nd second, by obtainin8 five line-segment corrections in a

final ●djustment to the same measurements. Th& temperature parameter of the

reference ?laxwellian has the value TM = 1.42 HeV, corresponding to a mean

●ner~y cE~ = 2.130 tleV, which is 10 keV lsrger than the mean ●nergy of the

final spectrum. The difference is due largely to the influence of the exponen-

tial correction P5(E)~ which reduces #lightly the high-energy portion of the

reference Ilmwellian H(E), In other words, the final adjustment in the NBS

spectrum determined that the hiBh-energy portion of the best-fit reference

-4-



tiaxwellian was still somewhat larger than ●xperiment. At the low-energy end of

the final ●djusted spectrum, the linear corrections pi(E) and p2(E) indicate

that the best-fit reference Ijaxwellian is, ●8ain, llli8htly larger than experi-

ment for very low energies, but near 0.25 HeV is somewhat leas than experi-

ment. Thus , the NSS spectrum differs from a best-fit ?iaxwellian spectrum

primarily by ● reduction from that spectrum at very low and high ener8ies ●nd

by an ●nhancement to that spectrum at ●ner8ies near 0.25 ?leV. The consequences

of these differences will become ●violent in Seca. III ●nd IV.

c. Los Alamos Spectrum.

The Los Alamos theory is directed at predicting N(E) aud ;P as functions
3of both the fissionin8 nucleus and its excitation energy. The formalism is

based upon standard nuclesr ●vaporation theory ●nd accounts for the physical

effects of (1) the center-of-mass motion of the fission fragments, (2j the dis-

tribution of fission-fragment ●xcitation ●nergy, and (3) the energy dependence

of the cross section for the inverse process of compound nucleus formation. The

expression for the Los Alamos spectrum is given by the average of the spectra

calculated for neutron emission from the light L and heavy H average fission

fragments, namely

N(E) L # + N(E,E~,c@] ,= ~[N(E,Ef, c) (9)

where E is the energy of the emitted neutron, Ef is the average kinetic energy

per nucleon of a moving fission fragment, and ctc is the compound nucleus forma-

tion cross section. The spectrum due to a moving fission fragment is given by

NE,Ef,uJ
1= —.

2&fT: J
(r + 4rf)2
UC(E) &dE

(K - rf)2

J
Tm

x k(T) T exp(-e/T)dT
o

, (lo)

In this equation c is the center-of-mass neutron energy, T 1s the fioaion-frag-

ment residual nuclear temperature with a ❑aximum value Tm, and k(T) is the

temperature-dependent normalization constant for the correapondina center-of-

mass spectrum.

“5-



The spectrum given by Eqe. (9) and (10) depends upon E:, E:, Tm, and the
Lcompound nucleus formation cross sections u~ and c?, which are calculated by

use of ●n opticsl-model potential. In this work we use the potential of

Becchetti

●valuated

by

d>

11
●nd Greenlees to calculate these cross ●ectiona. The spectrum is

nwrically by Gaussian quadrature, as are its energy moments given

= J- En N(E)dE . (11)
o

The valuea of E; and E! are obtained by use of momen*.umconservation, namely,

EL <A/ <+0’>
f ‘~r , and

EH .
<AL> <E:ot>
— ——

f “H’ A
, where

(12)

(13)

CE:t > is the total average fission-fragment kinetic energy, A is the ❑ ass num-

ber of the compound nucleus undergoing fissio~, ad. <~> and <~> are the av-

erage ❑ass numbers of the light and heavy fragments, respectively. For the

spontaneous fission of 252 Cf, we use the values <E~at> = 185.9 t 0.5 tleV,

<&> = 108, and <A.> = 144 that are obtained from the measurements of Unik ●t
.h12 “ n

a~.

ment

The value of Tm is obtained from the initial total
13

●xcitation energy ~*> by uae of the relationship

Tm = (CE*>/a)l/2 ,

average fission-frag-

(14)

where a is the nuclear level-density parameter, For spontaneous fission, <E*>

is given by

<E*> = <Er> - <~tot>
f s (15)

where <Er~ is the ●v~rage ●nergy release in fission. It is given exnctly by



(16)

I y(A#r(~)

<Er> = %
x Y(+J ‘

%

where Y(%) is the fission- fregment mass yield distribution, ~ is the heavy

fragment msss number , and Er(~) is the ●verage energy release for a given mess

divinion. The latter quantity is obtained, in turn, by mming the contribu-

tions from all participating charge divisioas, namely

(17)

where p(ZH,~) is the heavy

heavy fragment atomic number,

❑ ass and charge division. We assume the fission-fragment charge distribution

to be of Gaussian form

fission-fragment charge distribution, ZH is the

and Er(ZH~~) is the energy release for a given

with the moat probable heavy fragment charge Z; given by the xelation
,,

2Pz:+ c z ~ - c

%
‘z=—

%’

(18)

(19)

where c is the charge divimion parameter.

For the spontaneous fission of
252 Cf we ●valuate Eqn. (14)-(19) using ex-

perimental or derived systematic mas-es from the 1981 Wapstra-Bon evaluation
14

when they ●xiBt ●nd otherwise the maos formula of Htiller and Nix.
15 We uae the

fission-fragment ❑ass-yield distribution Y(%) ❑easured by Weber ●t ala
16

●nd

the vtlue 0.5 chargr units determined by Unik ●t ●l.
12

for the charge divioion

p~rameter c, ●xcept for synmetric fission where c = O. We ●lao use ● value of

0.5 charge units for the charge diet.:ibution width a , which i- approximately
R

mid-range in the pet of valueo determined by Wahl. With the-e choices of

Es-s ●ourcen, ❑easured yieldn, ●nd ch~rge distribution parameters, we obtain

a valu~ for <Er~ ot’ 218.8b6 tieV. This result was previously obtained in Ref.

-7-



4andwaa used inRefs. 5 and 18. It is stable to within t 55 keV for a change

of A 0.05 charge units in c and to within t 220 keV for a change of t 0.1 charge

unita in u These ranges are repreaentative of the accuracy with which c andz“
02 are known for the spontaneous fission of 252cf.

From

T=m

where the

Eqs. (14j and (15) we now obtain

(32.986/a)l/2 IieV, (20)

nuclear level-density parameter a is the single remainin8 parameter

to be determined prior to calculating the spectrum. The determination of the

level-density parameter and consequent calculation of the Los Alamos spectrum

are presented in the next section. We will come back to Eq. (20) there.

Turnin8 to the average prompt neutron ❑ulitplicity, ;P, the formalism for

the Los Alamos spectrum gives3

<E*> - <Etot>
; .~ ,

P n
(21)

where <Etot > is the measured total avera8e prompt 8anuna energy, <Sn> is the
Y

●verage fission-fragment neutron separation ●n?r8y calculated in the same way

●s <Er>, ●nd <c> in the average center-of-mass energy of the emitted neutrons

calculated in an ●nalo80us way to the avera8e laboratory energy CD from Eq.

(11). For 252Cf(sf) we obtain <Sn> = 5.439 lleV, a result pre’. iously obtained

in Ref. 4 ●nd utilized in Ref. 5. We obtain the value CE~t> = 7.06 HeV from

the experiment of Pleanonton et al.
19

Usin8 these values in Eq. (21), we ob-

ta in

i=
25.926 ?leV

P 5,439 tleV + <c> 8
(22)

where the evaluation of the ●vera8e center-of-mass sner8y CC> depends upon the

●valuation of Tm, ●a given by I@. (20). Accordingly, we return to Eq. (22) and

the calculation of ;P in the next section.



III. DIFFERENTIALCOMPARISONS

In this section we compare the three representations of the prompt fission

neutron spectrum that we are studying to ●ach other and to a recent high-

quality differential measurement of the spectrum. In fact, because of the use
252of the Cf(sf) spectrum as a standard, we determine the 14azwellian tempera-

ture TM by a least-squares adjustment to the ●xperimental spectrum instead of

by other means and, for the identical reason, we determine the nuclear level-

density parameter a for the Los Alamos spectrum in tha same way. The NBS

spectrum, with twelve parameters, has been previously obtained by leaat-squares

adjustments and therefore is already completely determined.

For our present purposes, we choo~e the recent differential spectrum meas-
6,7urement of Poenitz ~nd lamura as our experimental reference spectrum. This

experiment covers a secondary neutron energy range of 0.225 to 9.8 MeV with 51

points that represent approximately 95% of the total spectrum. The averag~ ex-

perimental uncertainty in the set of 51 points is 3.6%.

A. llaxwellian Spectrum.

The least-squares adjustment of

❑ental reference spectrum is performed

the Maxwellian spectrum to the experi-

with respect to the 14axwellian tempera-

ture parameter TM. To obtain an absolute value of X2 per degree of freedom,

the normalization of the experiment iS recomput~d for each iteration in the

value of TM. We fir.d a minimum in X2, X2(min) = 1.201, at a value of TM =

1.429 MeV. This value yields ❑ ean and ❑ean-square energies of the Ilaxwellian

spectrum, from Eqs. (2) and (3), of 2.144 lfeV and 7.658 MeV2, respectively.

These values are also given in Table I together with other properties of the

Iiaxwellian spectrum.

The sp’ectrum is computed using Eq, (1) and is compared to the ●xperimental

spectrum in Fig. 1 in absolute units, ●s well as in Figs. 2 and 3 where the

ratio of the experimental spectrum to this spectrum is plotted. The highe~t

energy ●xperimental points on Fig. 1 indicate that perhapa the Haxwellian

spectrum is slightly larger than ●xperiment in this region. Inspection of

Figs. 2 and 3 confirm thie for energies greater than ●bout 5 HeV, with depar-

tures from ●xperiment that are perhapm as large as 10%. In addition, one sees



that the Plexwellian spectrum is larger than ●xperiment by 2-7% in the region

below 0.4 IieV and that it isi saaller by 2-5% in the region between 1.5 add 3.0

HeV. ThuII, the spurious enhancement in the tiamellian spectrum at low energies

that we discussed in Sec. 11.A is apparently too large at energies below 0.4

?leV. At high energy, despite the adjustment of TMwith respect to experiment,

the Haxwellian apectru= is still somewhat greater than ●xperiment, reflecting

the fundamental difficulty that we discusaet in Sec. 11.A in accounting for two

physical effects with a single parameter.

B. NBS Spectrum.

The NBS spectrum is calculated using Eqs. (4)-(6). The comparison of this

spectrum to the experimental differential spectrum ir shown in Fig. 1 in abso-

lute units, and in Fig. 2, where the ratios of this spectrum and the experimen-

tal spectrum to the least-squares adjusted 19axwellian sFectrum are shown. The

computed value of X2 per degree of freedem for this previously determined spec-

trum is 1.922. The mean and mean-square energies are given by Eqs. (7) and

(8), and are listed in Table I together with other properties of the NBS spec-

trum.

Figures 1 and 2 both indicate that the NBS

mental reference spectrum in the high ●nergy

spectrum agrees with the experi-

region better than the least-

squares adjusted I’laxwellian spectrum. On the other hand, the NBS spectrum lies

about 5-15% ~bove experiment at energies below 0.5 HeV, giving rise to the

factor of 2 deterioration in the value of X2 per degree of freedom relative to

that of the least-squares adjusted tlaxwellian spectrum. In the region between

0.8 and 3.0 MeV, the NBS and ●djusted Maxwellian spectra behave simil~:ly, with

departures from experiment ranging from 1 to 5%. Neither representation repro-

duces the structure in the experimental spectrum between 1.5 and 3.0 HeV.

c. Los Alamos Spectrum.

The least-squares ●djustment of the Los Alamos spectrum to the experimen-

tal differential spectrum is performed with respect to the nuclear level-den-

mity parameter ● . As before, to ~btain ●n ●bsolute value of X2 per degree of

freedom, the normalization of the experiment is recomputed for each iteration

in the value of ● . We find a minimum in X2, X2(min) = 0.552, at a value of a =

A/9.15 (lleV). This result yields the value of Tm from Eq. (20). The values of

-1o-



❑ easurements

compare the

sections to

being used.

8 9,10carried out by Grundl et al. and Kobayashi ●t al. We also

trends of ●ach of the three sets of calculated integral cross

assess the overall quality of the three spect~ representations

This latter

pointwise cross sections

The integral cross

:omparison is, of course, only possible if identical

are used in each set of calculations.

section <ar> representing the net effect of the point-

wise cross section Or(E) in the presence of the neutron field N(E) is given by

s
‘2 ur(E) N(E)dE

E.
cty>=l

r

I

s (23)
2 N(E)dE

1

where E in the neutron energy, and El and E are the energy limits of the neu-
2

tron field N(E). In this equation, Or(E) is obtained from ENDF/B-V23’24
25

with

one exception, and N(E) is one of the three spectrum representations that we

are comparing. By choosing ENDF/B-V cross sections, the valuea of El and E2

are set at 10-5 eV and 20 Hev, respectively. A trapezoidal integration of Eq.

(23) is performed for each reaction studied.

For purposes of graphical presentation and discussion of our results, we

define an effective threshold ●nergy, Eth, for each reaction studied, aa the

energy that divides the pointwise cross section integral at 0.01% and 99.99%.

We use the rativ C/E of calculated integral cross sections to expcrimwtal in-

tegral cross aectiona as a function of Eth in the graphical presentation of our

results that we now discuss.

A. Ilaxwellian Spectrum.

Our results for the least-squares adJ iated Maxwellian spectrum are given

in the fourth column of Table II where they can be compared directly with the

experimental results in the third column, and in FigI. 5 where the C/E values

are plotted as a function of the threshold ●nergy Eth. There are three points

to mention. First, Table 11 shows that for a given set of pointwise cross sec-

tions and the Uaxwellian spectr-um, seven of the fifteen calculations are out-

side of the two-figma measurement uncertainty. Second, Fig. 5 shows that nine

of the fifteen calculations are outside of the one-sigma measurement uncer-

tainty. Third, the trend of the C/E ratios shown in Fig. 5 indicates that the

-12-



accuracy of the Haxwellian spectrum is increasingly worse wit’n increasing

reaction threshold. That is, the Haxwellian spectrum is too large (hard) in the

high energy portion of the spectrum. This result is consistent with our con-

clusions for the differential spectrum comparisons of Sec. III. As already

discussed in Sees. 11.A. and 111.A, this illustrates a fundamental difficulty

in ●ccounting for two physical ●ffects with a single parameter.

B. NBS Spectrum.

Our results for the NBS spectrum are given in the fifth column of Table 11

and are illustrated in Fig. 6. Again, there are three points t.o be made.

First, Table 11 sb 1 for the identical set of pointwise cross sectimw and the

NBS spectrum, only four of fifteen calculations are outside of the two-sigma

measurement uncertainty. Second, Fig. 6 showfl that only seven of the fifteen

calculations are outside of the one”sigma measurement uncertainty. Third, the

trend of the C/E ratios shown in Fig. 6 indicates that the NM spectrum repro-

duce~ the ●xperimental integral cross sections reasonably well for most values

of the threshold energy.

c. Los Alamos Spectrum.—.

Our results for the Los Alamos spectrum are ~iven in the last column of

Table 11 and are illustrated in Fig. 7. Once ●gain, there are three points to

●ddress. First, Table II shows that for the identical set of pointwise cross

sections and the Los Alamos spectrum, only two of the fifteen calculations

are outside of the two-sigma ❑easurement uncertainty. Secoud, Fig. 7 shows

that nine of the fifteen calculations ●re outside of the one-sigm ❑easurement

uncertainty. Third, the trend of the L/E ratio~ shown in Fig. 7 indicates that

the Los Alamos spectrum, like the NBS spectrum, reproduces the experimental in-

tegral cross sections reasonably well for motit values of the threshold ●nergyt

To conclude this section, we combine Figs. 5-7 into Fig. 8, to provide a

comparison of the trends of the C/E values with Eth for the three spectrum

representations compared. For visual :larity we delete the ●xperimental uncer-

tainties. This fi8ure clearly shows that the least-squares ●djusted tiaxwellian

spectrum is unsatisfactory when using th~ present choice of the Poenit~ and

Tamura experiment to determine the 19axwellian temperature TM ❑ 1.429 tleV, Al-

thou8h we do not show the results here, this same conclusion is obtained when
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using the popular value TM = 1.42 ?leV. Finally, the figure ●lso indicates, on

the basis of the chosen set of ●xperimental integral cross ●ections, that the

NBS and Los Alamos spectra could each be adjusted somewhat, were it not for the

constraints imposed by the experimental differential spectrum measurements.

v. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the comparisons pzesented here, we conclude that the Los

Alamos spectrum is the perferred representation of N(E; tecause it best repro-

duces both the differential ●nd integral ❑easurements, acsuming 8NDF/B-V crosn

sections in the calculation of the latter. Although the NBS spectrum repro-

duces the integral ❑ easurements fairly well, it fails to satisfactorily repro-

duce the recent differential measurements, ●nd the Haxwellian spectrum fails to

satisfactorily reproduce the recent integral measurements. Additionally, we

calculate a value of ;P from the Los Alamos theory that ia within approximately

1%of experiment. III this study we have learned that well-measured high-thresh-

old integral cross se’.tions provide valuable constrain~g on the differential

spectrum, assuming the pointwise cross sections are well known. Finally, we

mection that the Los Alamos spectrum has been adopted as the preliminary stan-

dard spectrum for ENDF/B-Vi. The spectrum iB available in tabular form from

the U.S. National NucleJr Data Center, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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TABLE I

SOMEPROPERTIESOF THREEREPRESENTATIONSOF

TNE PRCMIPTNEUTRONSPECTRUNFOR THE SPONTANEOUSFISSION OF 252cf

9!M&Y

Physical shape

Number of explicit
parameters

Number of leaat-squares
adjusted parameters in
the present work

Adju-ted Maxwellian
temperature TM (MeV)

Adjusted nuclear level-
denaity parameter a
(1/!ieV)

<E> (tleV)

<E2> (!leV2)

;
P

X2 (rein)

‘In thii case, X2 (rein) is

zero de8rees oi freedom.

Haxwellian NM Los Alamos

smooth five-segment smooth
piecewiae
continuous

1 12 3

1 0 1

1.429 — —

— — A/9.15

2.144 2,17.0 2.134

7.658 7.433 7,364

— — 3.810

1.201 l,922a 0,552

the only value of X2 ●nd it io calculated ●aouming
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fi8. 3.

Fia. 4.

Fi~. 5.

Fig, 6,

Fig. 7.

Fis. 8,

Prompt fission neutron spectrum in the laboratory ~ystem for the spon-
taneous fia8ion of 2s2Cf. The dashed curve gives the least-squares
●djusted !9axwellian spectrum calculated with Eq. (l), the dot-dashed
curve 8ives the NBS spectrum calculated with Eq. (4), and the solid
tune gives the least-squares adjusted Los Al,amos spectrum calculated
with Eq. (9). The ●xperimental data are those of Poenitz and Tamura
(Refs. 6 ●nd 7).

Ratio of the NBS spectrum and the ●xperimental spectrum to the least-
squares adjusted Haxwellian spectrum, corresponding to the curves
shown in Fi8. 1.

Ratio of the least-squares adjusted Los Alamos spectrum and the ex-
periment-l spectrum to the least-squres adjusted Haxwellian spectrum,
corresponding to the curves shown in Fig. 1.

Ratio of the NBS spectrum, tic least-squares adjusted Los Alamos
spectrum, and the experimental spectrum to the leaat-squares adjusted
Haxwellian spectrum, correapondin8 to the curves shown in Fig, 1.

Ratio of calculated to experimental integral cross sections for the
prompt neutron spectrum from the spontaneous fission of 2s2Cf as a
function of the ●ffective neutron threshold energy for the reaction.
The calculated values are ebtained usin8 the least-squares adjusted
llanellian spectrum from Eq. (1) in Eq. (23) to8ether with ENDF/B-V
pointwise cross sections. The experimental values are those of
Grundl et ●l. (Ref. 8) ●nd Kobayashi et al. (Refs. 9 and 10). The
error bars shown ● re due only to the experimental uncertainties. The
dashed line serves as a guide to the ●ye,

Similar to Fig, 5 except that the calculated integral cross sec-
tions are obtained usins the NBS spectrua from Eq. (4). The dot-
dashed line serves ●s ● 8uide to the ●ye.

Similar to Fig. 5 except that the calculated integral cross sec-
tions ●re obtained usin8 the least-squares ●djusted Los Alamos spec-
trum from Eq. (9). The solid line serves ●s ● guide to the eye.

Comparisons of ratios of calculated to ●xperimental inte8ral cros~
nections shown in Fi8n, 5-7 with error bars deleted for clarity. The
dashed, dot-dashed, ●nd solid lines serve ●s Suides to the eye.
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